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Testing known and unknown systematics in HST/WFC3 spatial scans with the Wayne simulator
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ABSTRACT

The Wide Field Camera 3 is one of the instruments currently onboard the Hubble Space Telescope

and, since 2012, with the use of the spatial scanning technique, has provided the largest number of

observed exoplanetary atmosphere, ranging from super-Earths to hot Jupiters. This technique enables

the observation of bright targets without saturating the sensitive detectors, but at the same time

requires more complicated data reduction and calibration techniques to extract the planetary signal

from the observations. In absence of absolute calibration sources, the validation of current data analysis

techniques is not possible as the planetary signal is not known. Here, we demonstrate how simulated

observations can help us understand the effect of different analysis processes, and potential unknown

systematics on the final transmission spectra of exoplanets. We test and validate the robustness of

two of the most precise WFC3 exoplanetary spectra – HD 209458 b and 55 Cancri e – against three

different known and potential sources of systematics. In addition, we identify the horizontal shifts

seen in WFC3 observations as the most important source of systematic errors in the planetary spectra,

concluding that a precision better that 1% of a pixel is necessary.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, transit spectroscopy has been

the most valuable tool to characterise exoplanetary at-

mospheres. One of the instruments with the largest

contribution to our current knowledge on atmospheric

studies of exoplanets is the Hubble Space Telescope

(HST). Since the first detection of an exoplanetary at-

mosphere with transmission spectroscopy (Charbonneau

et al. 2002), HST data have revealed atomic, ionic,

molecular and condensate signatures in the atmospheres

of exoplanets (e.g. Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003; Linsky et al.

2010; Fossati et al. 2010; Vidal-Madjar et al. 2013; Sing

et al. 2015).

The WFC3 camera is one of the instruments currently

onboard the HST, and it was installed in May 2009 dur-

ing the 4th servicing mission of HST. Since 2012, the

WFC3 camera has been used in two different observing

modes, the normal (staring) mode, where the telescope

pointing is fixed on the target, and the spatial scanning

mode, where the telescope is slewing during an expo-
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sure, causing the image or the spectrum of the target to

move on the detector. The spatial scanning technique

allows for a larger number of photons to be collected in

a single exposure without the risk of saturation. As a

result, overheads are reduced and the achieved signal-to-

noise ratio (S/N) is increased. This observational strat-

egy has already been successfully used to provide an

increasing number of exoplanetary spectra (e.g. Deming

et al. 2013; McCullough et al. 2014; Crouzet et al. 2014;

Fraine et al. 2014; Knutson et al. 2014a,b; Kreidberg

et al. 2014a,b; Stevenson et al. 2014; Kreidberg et al.

2015; Tsiaras et al. 2016b; Line et al. 2016; Wakeford

et al. 2017; Tsiaras et al. 2018; Wakeford et al. 2018,

2019).

However, the scanning-mode spectroscopic images

have a complicated structure and, therefore, their anal-

ysis towards extracting the transmission spectrum of a

transiting planet, follows a large number of steps. Each

one of these steps includes calibration data and assump-

tions, all of which could potentially affect the data in a

different way, if they are not precise enough. The only

way to evaluate the effectiveness of such processes is the

use of calibrating sources, of known characteristics. In

absence of such sources, simulated observations that in-

clude both the observed object and the systematics be-
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come very important. Wayne1 (Varley et al. 2017), is a

simulator for WFC3 spectroscopy which can reproduce

most of the systematics seen in the WFC3 observations,

but also mimic potential systematics that may or may

not be present.

Here, we use Wayne to evaluate the effect of systemat-

ics on the final transmission spectrum of exoplanets. We

test the effect of the well-known horizontal shifts (e.g.

Deming et al. 2013), in cases of imprecise estimates, but

also the effect of two potential systematics that we do

not know if they are present or not in our analysis. These

are: a) spacecraft drifts during the spatial scanning and

b) non-linearity effects beyond the correctable levels.

The datasets simulated are those of HD 209458 b (ID:

12181, PI: Drake Deming), first analysed by Deming

et al. (2013), and 55 Cancri e (ID: 13665, PI: Björn Ben-

neke), first analysed by Tsiaras et al. (2016b). These two

datasets have provided the most precise spectra so far

currently in the literature. In addition, the HD 209458 b

dataset shows very strong horizontal shifts (about one

pixel), while the and 55 Cancri e dataset is the longest

spatial scan (about 350 pixels). For this reason we

choose them as suitable laboratories for testing system-

atics.

The analysis of the simulated observations is carried

out using our specialised software for the analysis of

WFC3, spatially scanned spectroscopic images (Tsiaras

et al. 2016b,a, 2018), which has been integrated into the

Iraclis2 package.

2. GENERAL SET-UP

In all simulations, both the HD 209458 b and the

55 Cancri e observations are simulated using the setup

described in Varley et al. (2017), including all the known

systematics of WFC3. The input stellar spectrum is a

PHOENIX model (Allard et al. 2012; Baraffe et al. 2015)

for a star as similar as possible to HD 209458 (Teff =

6065 K, [Fe/H] = 0.00 [dex], log(g∗) = 4.361 [cgs]). The

sky background, horizontal shifts, vertical shifts, expo-

sure times and planetary spectra are configured to match

those recovered from the real observations (for more de-

tails we refer the reader to Tsiaras et al. (2016a) and

Tsiaras et al. (2016b) for details on HD 209458 b and on

55 Cancri e, respectively).

For the sinusoidal scan speed variations, a period of

0.7 seconds and an amplitude of 1.5 is used. In addition,

the jitter noise level used is 0.02 pixels per second.

1 https://github.com/ucl-exoplanets/wayne
2 https://github.com/ucl-exoplanets/Iraclis
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Figure 1. Disagreement between input and output horizon-
tal position shifts. Despite being of the level of 0.025 pixels,
such disagreement can lead to the misinterpretation of the
molecular consistency of the planetary atmosphere.

3. HORIZONTAL SHIFTS

After a spatial scanned exposure, the HST guiding

system fails to precisely reset the spectrum at its initial

position. As a result, the observed spectrum is shifted

horizontally, and the shift can be up to a few pixels over

an entire visit (e.g. Deming et al. 2013; Kreidberg et al.

2014a,b; Fraine et al. 2014; Tsiaras et al. 2018). Hori-

zontal shifts are important as they displace the spectrum

on the detector and also introduce additional systemat-

ics to the spectral light-curves, such as under-sampling

(Deming et al. 2013; Wilkins et al. 2014). Vertical po-

sition shifts also exist (Tsiaras et al. 2016a,b), but here

we focus only on the horizontal shifts.

Different calibration methods for the horizontal shifts

exist in the literature (e.g. Deming et al. 2013; Krei-

dberg et al. 2014b; Haynes et al. 2015; Tsiaras et al.

2016a; Evans et al. 2017). The Wayne simulator offers

a unique opportunity to test the efficiency of these cali-

bration methods, case by case, by comparing the input,

known, horizontal shifts with those calculated by a spe-

cific method. The efficiency of the calibration method

used in Iraclis was tested in Varley et al. (2017) and

found to be accurate within 0.5% of the pixel. To cal-

culate the horizontal shifts in Iraclis, we compare the

structure of the first spatially scanned spectrum with

all subsequent spectra, using the normalised sum along

their columns, similarly to Kreidberg et al. (2014b). For

each consecutive image we interpolate and fit for the

horizontal shift, relatively to the first one. The sums

used above are corrected for the static (non wavelength-

https://github.com/ucl-exoplanets/wayne
https://github.com/ucl-exoplanets/Iraclis
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Figure 2. Comparison between input and output spectra
where we can see the increasing trend towards longer wave-
lengths.

dependent) component of the flat-field, to avoid the bias

introduced by its structure.

Here, we attempt to evaluate the bias in the final

transmission spectrum, caused by ignoring the static

(non wavelength-dependent) component of the flat-field,

during the calibration for the horizontal shifts. It is be-

yond the scope of this work to validate other calibration

methods used in the literature, but we will make the

data sets used here available to the community, to en-

able cross-validation between different methods.

3.1. Test and results

For this test, we created a simulated version of the

HD 209458 b observation with the general set-up de-

scribed in Section 2. For the analysis, we modified

Iraclis so that it ignores the non wavelength-dependent

component of the flat-field.

Figure 1 shows the discrepancies between the input,

known, horizontal shifts with those calculated. As we

can see here, the difference is non-uniform with time,

starting from -2.5% and increases to +1.0% of a pixel.

While this discrepancy appears to be small, we further

tested the effect on the final spectrum and found that

it causes an increasing trend with wavelength and a

stronger water feature, Figure 2. The final spectrum

was analysed with T -REx (Waldmann et al. 2015a,b),

where two extra molecules where Identified: HCN and

NH3 (Figure 3). These results indicate that even small

biases in the horizontal shifts estimation can have an

important impact on the final transmission spectrum,

making the benchmarking of every calibration method

used against simulations, necessary.
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Figure 3. Top: Best-fit T -REx spectrum. Bottom: Contri-
bution of the different molecules fitted on the HD 209548 b
spectrum, where we can see the contribution from NH3 and
HCN.

4. IN-SCAN DRIFTS

One assumption that is used for the wavelength cali-

bration in Iraclis, is that during the spatial scanning, the

star is moving parallel to the detectors columns (Tsiaras

et al. 2016a). Here, we attempt to evaluate the bias in

the final transmission spectrum, caused if this assump-

tion is not true.

4.1. Test and results

For this test, we created two simulated versions of the

HD 209458 b observation and two simulated versions of

the 55 Cancri e observation with the general set-up de-

scribed in Section 2, including a drift during the spatial

scanning. More specifically, the datasets created had a

drift of +2% and -2% (one for each planet). For the

analysis, we used the standard version of Iraclis, with-

out any modifications.

Figure 4 shows the discrepancies between the input,

known, spectra and the output of the above test. As

we can see here, the spectrum of HD 209458 b is not

sensitive to the in-scan drifts, while the spectrum of

55 Cancri e shows an increased slope for the negative

drift and a reduced slope for the positive drift. This
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Figure 4. Differences between the input and output spectra
for the different levels of in-scan drifts.

results shows that the very long spectra, like the one of

55 Cancri e (350 pixels) are sensitive to in-scan drifts.

4.2. Examining observations for in-scan drifts

Given the above result, it is necessary to inspect very

long spectra (above 300 pixels) for in-scan drifts. As it

is not possible to locate the position of the target during

the spatial scanning, we used simulated observations of

Wayne to derive an observable feature that could be

used to estimate the in-scan drift. We produced more

simulated observations, with different levels of in-scan

drifts, and concluded that the inclination of the blue-

edge of the spectrum is linearly dependent to the in-scan

drift, independently of the dataset.

Figure 5 shows the that the relationship between the
two quantities is the same, both for the HD 209458 b

datasets and for the 55 Cancri e ones. From these values

we estimated that the in-scan drift is -0.08% for the real

dataset of HD 209458 b, and 0.17% for the real dataset

of 55 Cancri e. Also, from the simulated observations, it

became clear that in-scan drifts up to a level of +/-1%

are to sufficient to affect the final spectra to a detectable

level, hence, the current spectra of both planets are not

affected by in-scan drifts.

5. NON-LINEARITY

The WFC3/IR detector, being an HgCdTe one does

not perform linearly, meaning that the efficiency of the

detector in recording incoming photons is decreasing

with time, within an exposure. More specifically, the

response of the detector is described, by a 4th order
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Figure 5. The linear relationship between the blue-edge
inclination of the spectrum and the in-scan drifts.

polynomial:

Fc = (1 + c1 + c2F + c3F
2 + c4F

3)F (1)

where F are the recorded DNs (i.e. counts, or digi-

tal units), Fc is incoming DNs, and c1−4 are the non-

linearity coefficients (Hilbert 2008, u1k1727mi lin.fits

calibration file).

While the non-linear behaviour is pixel-dependent

(Hilbert 2014), only quadrant-based coefficients are

available, meaning that there is a potential bias. Ac-

cording to Hilbert (2008), these coefficients can only cor-

rect the average non-linear behaviour of a pixel, across

observations. However, on individual observations, this

correction cannot reach the 0.3% correction level which

is ra requirement for WFC3. Here, we attempt to eval-

uate the bias in the final transmission spectrum, caused

by potential differences in the non-linearity levels than

those expected.

5.1. Test and results

For this test, we created two simulated versions of the

HD 209458 b observation and two simulated versions of

the 55 Cancri e observation with the general set-up de-

scribed in Section 2, including a variable non-linearity

effect. More specifically, the datasets created had a non-

linearity effect enhanced by 0.35% and reduced by 0.35%

(one for each planet). To achieve that we modified the

non-linearity coefficients c3 and c4. IN the reduced case,

c3 was multiplied by 0.9 and c4 by 0.93232, while for

the enhanced case, c3 was multiplied by 1.1 and c4 by

1.0612. The analysis, was, once more, carried out using

the standard version of Iraclis, without any modifica-

tions.

Figure 6 Figure 7 shows the discrepancies between

the input, known, spectra and the output of the above
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Figure 7. Differences between the input and output spectra
for the different levels of non-linearity strengths.

test. As we can see here, the spectrum of HD 209458 b

is not sensitive to the in-scan drifts, while the spectrum

of 55 Cancri e shows an increased slope for the negative

drift and a reduced slope for the positive drift. This

results shows that the very long spectra, like the one of

55 Cancri e (350 pixels) are sensitive to in-scan drifts.

Figure 6 shows the difference in the input non-linearity

effect and the expected (standard HST correction) fro

the enhanced and the reduced cases. Figure 7 shows

the discrepancies between the input, known, spectra and

the output of the above test. As we can see here, both

spectra are not sensitive to the different non-linearity

strengths, ensuring that current non-linearity correction

is sufficient for exoplanet observations, even in the cases

where the total flux level is close to the highest accept-

able limit of 28,000 DNs – i.e. 70,000 electrons.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we tested the stability of current

transmission spectra of exoplanets observed with the

HST/WFC3 camera in the spacial scanning mode, and

the effectiveness of data analysis techniques against

three different kind of systematics, known and unknown.

More specifically we test and found that:

• horizontal shifts can strongly affect the final trans-

mission spectra and should be calculated with very

good precision (better that 1% of a pixel),

• in-scan drifts – i.e. horizontal shifts during an

exposure – can affect long scans such as the

55 Cancri e case but only if they exceed 1%, for

these reason future observations in this mode

should be tested for such drifts,

• non-linearity variations, to the level of the known

uncertainties do not affect our data, hence current

corrections are sufficient.

In addition, these tests demonstrate the robustness of

the current spectra of HD 209458 b and 55 Cancri e. In

absence of calibrating sources, HST/WFC3 observations

and data analysis techniques must be calibrated using

simulated data, the only data for which we know the

input exoplanetary signal. To serve their scope, these

simulations need to be as close to the real data as pos-

sible, enabling us to investigate known and unknown

systematics. The Wayne simulator is such a tool, and

here, we demonstrated how efficiently it can be used to

test the efficiency of current pipelines and also rule out

the possibility of our data being affected by certain sys-

tematics.
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